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Introduction

This is the first in a series of Centre for Analytics and Behavioural Change (CABC) near real-time public social

media reports on corruption and state capture in South Africa. The purpose of the report series is to provide

ongoing, relevant insights for interventions. The date range for which content was analysed is 1 to 31 January

2023.

Corruption is defined in this report in line with the Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act1.

According to the act, the general crime of corruption happens when someone (A) gives (or offers to give)

someone in a position of power (B) something to use their power, illegally and unfairly, for the advantage of A

(or someone not directly involved).

A key theme in the conversation during January 2023 was loadshedding. The role of corruption and criminal

syndicates in leading to and preventing the power crisis from being resolved is topical. The ANC as the ruling

party and President Cyril Ramaphosa, who cancelled a trip to Davos to attend to the crisis, were heavily

criticised. Corruption within the police, in transport, especially to do with trains, and in the health sector were

also topical. Many netizens had a low level of confidence in the ruling party to address various crises and are

frustrated by the extent of the government's failure to deliver services.

South Africa dropped down a point in the annual Corruption Perceptions Index report for 2022 despite

anti-corruption efforts. Due to the slow pace of the South African Police Service and National Prosecuting

Authority compared to when alleged corruption was committed, those who are implicated are able to generate

narratives online far faster than what the criminal justice system moves. The battles therefore play out in the

court of public opinion far earlier than in the courts. Journalists, activists and whistleblowers find themselves on

an increasingly dangerous frontline while the law enforcement institutions that were gutted as a part of the

state capture project continue to limp along ineffectively. It is clear that due to the corruption which occurred

during the pandemic, a significant number of South Africans contributing to the online conversation do not

regard state capture to be a thing of the past and have little trust in the ANC to address the crisis at Eskom if

the party were to declare a national state of disaster. Rather many are of the view that it will simply enable

further corruption.

Findings summary

Key findings based on the analysis are as follows:

1 The Act can be found here: https://www.gov.za/documents/prevention-and-combating-corrupt-activities-act-0
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● A number of tropes in the conversation appear to be manufactured narratives designed to exonerate

persons implicated in corruption and instead to valorize them as the actual heroes.

● Those who have played key roles in anti-corruption efforts are faced with a heavy fight back in which

they are villainised as being aligned with white monopoly capital, a narrative trope initially introduced in

a campaign by now discredited former PR firm, Bell Pottinger.

● During the reporting period, the focus centred on Eskom, the impacts of corruption on its functioning

and the political ramifications for the ANC including what effect it will have when it comes to voting in

2024.

● There is a narrative being advanced by a number of the persons who were implicated at the State

Capture Commission that there has been suppression of evidence by both former Public Protector Thuli

Madonsela, and the Commission.

● A narrative that the NPA is being used as a tool for factionalised political battles by President Cyril

Ramaphosa enjoys an extent of support within the conversation.

Research Methodology

To obtain the information that is presented in this report, a Boolean2 query was developed. The query consists

of keywords that combine the terms ‘corrupt’ and ‘state capture’ with the names of South African municipalities,

provinces and state owned entities. Names of relevant commissions, tribunals and inquiries were included in

the query. For example, the State Capture Commission, Inquiry into Tax Administration and Governance by the

South African Revenue Service and the judicial commission of inquiry into the Public Investment Corporation

were included. The names of law enforcement agencies were combined with terms that include the legislation

under which acts of corruption are prosecuted, as well as ‘corrupt’ and ‘state capture’. After gathering the

keywords and constructing the query, it was applied in an online social media listening tool.

The social media listening tool that is used for this research collects data and supports analytics from two

sources: Twitter and websites (blogs, digital media publications and forums). The conversation comprises over

90% of the content from Twitter and less than 10% for the combined website categories.

By running the query, a sample of social media content about corruption and state capture in South Africa was

obtained for the reporting period. To ensure that query was working well, checks were done by looking at the

word cloud and geographical coverage to ensure that it was pulling relevant content. The query returned a

sample rate of 100% for the month of January 2023. What this sample rate means is that all of the

2 Boolean is the language used to write a query.
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conversation that the tool identified based on the keywords was pulled through and forms part of the analysis.

When the conversation is particularly large, the extent of content volume will be a sample rather than all the

content. In this case the conversation size does not exceed the level at which the tool starts to pull through a

percentage rather than 100% of the content.

Conversation volume and trends

The dataset for this report is comprised of a total of 78 thousand mentions3 made by over 25 thousand unique

authors over the one month reporting period (see Figure 1). There were over 40 thousand retweets. A high

retweet percentage can cast doubt on the authenticity of a conversation as it could point to coordination

by a group of tweeters to amplify specific content.

Figure 1: Key insights metrics: 01 - 31 January 2023

The total reach4 or “opportunity to see” (OTS) for the conversation was 115.1 million, meaning that is the

approximate number of people who saw the content. This is shown in Figure 2.

During the reporting period, a top news story had to do with South Africa being ranked 78th out of 180

countries in the Corruption Perceptions Index that Transparency International administers (see Figure 2).

South Africa fared worse than it did in the prior year’s CPI ranking, dropping down by one point despite its

anti-corruption efforts. The theme of the report for 2022 is conflict, peace and security. Transparency

International notes that there is a clear connection between violence and corruption, with countries that score

lowest in the Global Peace Index also scoring very low on the CPI. Painting a grim picture, the report indicates

that since 2017, 95 percent of countries have made little to no progress.

Other top news stories included an opinion piece entitled “How Russia outmaneuvered the US in Africa’. And

an article that ran in Business Report with the headline ‘Gimme Hope Jo’anna: Same old song, but sung amid

deterioration in SA service delivery’ (depicted in Figure 2). It highlights increasing failures in service delivery

and how this is affecting South Africans.

4 Reach is a metric which is designed to estimate how many different individuals are likely to have seen that content.

3 Mention: A piece of web-based content that matches the keyword terms defined in your query string or posted to/from a
social channel. This could be anything from a news webpage to a comment on a YouTube video.
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https://www.msn.com/en-za/news/other/sa-slips-further-down-corruption-perceptions-index-despite-anti-graft-efforts/ar-AA16WVNN
https://www.transparency.org/en/press/2022-corruption-perceptions-index-reveals-scant-progress-against-corruption-as-world-becomes-more-violent
https://www.economicsandpeace.org/research/#measuring-peace
https://www.msn.com/en-ca/news/world/opinion-how-russia-outmaneuvered-the-us-in-africa/ar-AA16WSWF
https://www.msn.com/en-za/news/other/gimme-hope-jo-anna-same-old-song-but-sung-amid-deterioration-in-sa-service-delivery/ar-AA16UcOY


The top trending topics during January 2023 were: (1) cadre deployment, (2) January 2023 and (3) ANC

bigwigs (see Figure 2). Cadre deployment is a practice which the ANC defended when it came under scrutiny

at the State Capture Commission. The prevalence of the topic “January 2023” has to do with dates mentioned

in content about corruption, which includes dates when corruption cases were heard before the courts and

dates of marches against corruption (see examples here, here and here). The topic ‘ANC bigwigs’ is trending

in the conversation due to a tweet by Eyewitness News which provided a link to an article about Economic

Freedom Fighters pursuing a state capture corruption case against Energy and Mineral Resources Minister,

Gwede Mantashe. The tweet says “Mantashe is allegedly one of the ANC bigwigs who benefitted from the

state's ties with the late businessman Gavin Watson.”

Figure 2: total reach and top news stories and trending topics

Figure 3 shows the days on which there were a high number of retweets. Distinct peaks and troughs can be

seen. At a minimum around 500 accounts are retweeting content. In the peaks, the number of accounts

retweeting exceeds 2000 accounts. When looking at the initial mention volume by days (see bar graphs in

Figure 3), the shape of retweeting behaviour emulates the peaks when accounts are posting a lot of content.

Figure 3: Total retweets by days and mention volume by days
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http://twitter.com/RSASIU/statuses/1616012611505590274
http://twitter.com/RSASIU/statuses/1616012611505590274
http://twitter.com/KhethaMabaso31/statuses/1615452810769752090
https://twitter.com/65474955cab14d1/status/1620310366566907909
https://t.co/lS7cNc88DL


At the four highest peaks, the following tweets (as shown in Figure 4) have a high number of retweets. Some of

these tweets may represent narrative manipulation (see tweet labelled 4.1). Further research is recommended

to delve into the narratives in the conversation and determine whether specific narratives are being amplified.

In this instance (4.1) there is a narrative that the former Public Protector, Thuli Madonsela suppressed

evidence and that the State Capture Commission in turn has also deliberately omitted to investigate certain

acts of corruption, particularly acts alleged to implicate President Cyril Ramaphosa. This type of narrative

formulation is a theme within the conversation (see example tweets here, here, here, here, here, here, here

and here).

The first comment in reply to the tweet labelled 4.2 refers to narrative tropes which were established as a

defence of state capture. The term ‘white monopoly capital’ was introduced by now discredited PR firm, Bell

Pottinger. Bell Pottinger developed a campaign that entailed deliberate race baiting. This trope has continued

to have currency in the conversation landscape. Referring to key figures who have stood against corruption as

the barking dogs of white monopoly capital is a narrative theme that appears regularly.

Police ineffectiveness and allegations of corruption occurring at levels that go right up to the top of SAPS were

part of the conversation. Former firearms registry clerk at Free State SAPS, Patricia Mashale, has taken to

social media to make her allegations public. Mashale alleges that there are foreign nationals with fake identity

documents working at SAPS. The tweets shown in panes 4.3 and 4.5 are made by Mashale who has also used

Facebook and appeared on national television to make the allegations known. She says that although police

oversight body IPID has done an investigation, the report was suppressed and a fake report circulated instead.

In the tweet labelled 4.5 she provides an update that IPID has called her to say that in respect of alleged police

trainee corruption, applicants should go to open cases and the dockets will be transferred to IPID. Mashale

says that she will continue to monitor the investigation.
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https://twitter.com/mzansi_digital/status/1610170760412135424?s=20&t=MS9gdqmfALU2yq29LqfTmQ
https://twitter.com/Lesley0339571/status/1598215214457147392?s=20&t=MS9gdqmfALU2yq29LqfTmQ
https://twitter.com/NalaThokozane/status/1426190776682299392?s=20&t=MS9gdqmfALU2yq29LqfTmQ
https://twitter.com/mmodiba10/status/1356295712183635971?s=20&t=MS9gdqmfALU2yq29LqfTmQ
https://twitter.com/Riddlem85722287/status/1394444657736798215?s=20&t=MS9gdqmfALU2yq29LqfTmQ
https://twitter.com/IsaacNathi/status/1049153365341589504?s=20&t=MS9gdqmfALU2yq29LqfTmQ
https://twitter.com/SuperiorZulu/status/1425502535696125960?s=20&t=MS9gdqmfALU2yq29LqfTmQ
https://twitter.com/ApostleDeza/status/1610331020779479042?s=20&t=MS9gdqmfALU2yq29LqfTmQ


Link 4.1 Link 4.2

Link 4.3

Link 4.4

Link 4.5

Figure 4: Tweets with a high retweet volume
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https://twitter.com/Stoute_SA/status/1609949077680099329
https://twitter.com/ThuliMadonsela3/status/1615031675867496485?s=20&t=z-wH12Fz2nijkmmy771Hyg
https://twitter.com/PATRICIAMASHAL3/status/1618189305276665856?s=20&t=fMbgR7j6ebpxO1Agm1KhFw
https://twitter.com/ChristoThurston/status/1614907648167809024
https://twitter.com/PATRICIAMASHAL3/status/1620491093157752832?s=20&t=5T8NZNStaMxKAErexAkslA


Themes and subthemes

The key themes in January 2023 related to the electricity crisis, state capture and the role of the ANC in

bringing about the electricity crisis and subsequently failing to address it. With ongoing loadshedding at

increasingly higher stages, President Cyril Ramaphosa was a key focal point in the conversation. During

January and proceeding into February 2023, the latest round of loadshedding has resulted in a number of

protests (refer to CABC report on these protests). Key events during the reporting period were De Ruyter’s

resignation as Eskom CEO and the revelation that a case of attempted murder had been opened after De

Ruyter drank coffee that was allegedly laced with cyanide (refer to report on narrative surrounding the

attempted poisoning).

Sample tweets from topics

Link

Link

Figure 5: Topics wheel

The word cloud (in Figure 6) shows a similar picture. Trust in the government to address the power crisis

appears low. President Ramaphosa’s credibility has been tarnished in recent years. The Domestic Perceptions

Research Programme 2021/2022 Annual Review report (African Response & MarkData, 2022), indicates that

President Cyril Ramaphosa has lost some reputational support with the level of trust declining from 64% in

2020 to 57% in 2021 - down from a high base of 67% in 2019. Much of the content about the ANC in the

online conversation is commentary about the extent of corruption and service delivery failings in a variety of

sectors.
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https://twitter.com/Brettbenraphael/status/1614125087602659328?s=20&t=jOSXFpqnCS7b8jWeC94Yjw
https://twitter.com/magicdan60/status/1615265477692882946?s=20&t=Bh_bEFaumxGP3XejDeYd-Q


Figure 6: Word cloud

In the organic conversation there is a frustrated, resigned or angry tone when it comes to loadshedding. For

example, the comment in Figure 7 represents a perspective that if a state of disaster were to be declared, it

would not be helpful and it would only result in making corruption easier to commit.

Figure 7: Tweet about proposed national state of disaster

The commentary in Figure 8 below is an example of competing ideas about the tropes ‘White Monopoly

Capital’ and the ‘Stellenbosch Mafia’.
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Figure 8: Responses to tweet about Afriforum small modular reactors plan

In terms of the trending topics (see Figure 9), the topics that garnered the most prevalence were ‘corrupt ANC’

and ‘loadshedding’. Coming into the trending cycle were cadre deployment, dates of specific anti-corruption

related happenings occurring in January 2023, Luthuli house and specific corruption related cases that are

before the courts. Fading topics included Pravin Gordhan, Public Protector, Thuli Madonsela, ‘corruption at

Transnet’ and ‘evidence of corruption’.

Figure 9: Trending and fading topics
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When looking at the top influencers in the conversation, the Twitter handle (@Alima1000) stands out in terms

of the extent of content it is tweeting.

Figure 10: Top influencers

The account @Alima1000 alleges that the Government Employees Medical Scheme is corrupt, racist and

incompetent (see example tweet here). Further tweets by @Alima1000 can be seen in Figure 11 below:

Link Link

Figure 11: Examples of tweets by @Alima1000
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https://twitter.com/Alima1000/status/1592592189242347520?s=20&t=uewUaPAE83BD6aAtB1LY0Q
https://twitter.com/Alima1000/status/1595741028962963457?s=20&t=uewUaPAE83BD6aAtB1LY0Q
https://twitter.com/Alima1000/status/1272956332640030725?s=20&t=uewUaPAE83BD6aAtB1LY0Q


A Truthnest analysis of the @Alima1000 handle scores it 80% for bot indicators5 (see Figure 12). There is a

high likelihood that the account is operated by a bot. Particularly because of the extent of activity that the

account is displaying and the spam being posted from it. At the time of this analysis the account had posted a

total of 298,862 tweets and has used the hashtag #MedicalAidRacialProfiling almost 300 times. Dropbox links

to court proceedings involving allegations of medical aids engaging in racial profiling have been shared

repeatedly. It appears that this account is focused on problematising alleged racial profiling by medical aids

(specifically the Government Employees Medical Scheme) and is bot enabled to repeatedly post that content.

A high number of the tweets contain mentions of other accounts and hashtags that are not relevant to the

content, most likely to get the content noticed through use of hashjacking6 as a tactic.

Figure 12: Truthnest analysis of @Alima1000

6 Hashjacking occurs when a hashtag is hijacked and used for a different purpose than it was originally intended, usually
to get the content that the author is posting noticed.

5 The Bot indicators tab shows you the possibility of the account being operated by a bot. For example, a 0% score
indicates a very low to zero probability of the account being operated by a bot, while a 100% score indicates a very high
probability of the account being operated by a bot. Please take into account that the score is only an indication and that
you should also use your personal judgement.
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Stand out narratives

Based on analysing the content, narrative formulations were identified. As highlighted in the previous section,

corruption at Eskom was a key theme for this reporting period. The themes in the narrative therefore tend to be

energy sector related. However, there is also corruption related content about other sectors (such as transport,

health and policing). Corruption narratives in South Africa are not confined to energy, but it is a key crisis that is

affecting the country and therefore is dominating the discourse. The list below contains the narrative

formulations that were frequently repeated in the conversation:

1. Implicated persons are heroes: The real state capture has been committed by those who are

standing against so-called corruption. Cyril Ramaphosa, Pravin Gordhan, Trevor Manuel, Maria Ramos,

Derek Hanekom are aligned with White Monopoly Capital and are the real villains.

2. White Monopoly Capital is impeding economic transformation and those who stand against state

capture are the lackeys (barking dogs) of WMC.

3. Evidence is being ignored: Thuli Madonsela suppressed evidence of corruption and did not

investigate it during her term as Public Protector because of who it implicated. Judge Zondo ignored

testimonies (of those implicated) and deliberately chose not to investigate Transnet related allegations

adequately or look into Glencore’s actions sufficiently among other things.

4. Zuma a hero, Ramaphosa the worst President ever: Former President Zuma was a far better

President than President Cyril Ramaphosa. Zuma is a hero who remains popular with people. He tried

to solve the energy crisis, but was blocked by the West. Ramaphosa is the worst President South Africa

has ever had. He has not got any credibility to speak about energy as he failed to do anything about it

when he was Deputy President. As President, he will not do anything to solve the electricity crisis.

5. People do not trust Ramaphosa: Ramaphosa has lost the trust of citizens due to the Phala Phala

allegations and CR17 bank statements. People do not want to listen to him anymore. His voice is

boring and he sleeps everywhere he goes.

6. De Ruyter is incompetent and corrupt: Andre de Ruyter’s performance has been very poor while at

Eskom. De Ruyter is the spokesperson for the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producers

Programme (REIPPP).

7. Renewables and privatisation are a sell out: There has been a deliberate plot to collapse State

Owned Entities to be able to sell them off. Privatisation is the wrong route and will be bad for black

South Africans. Renewable energy equals privatisation and will not solve South Africa’s problems.
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8. Matshela Koko is a hero: He was able to prevent loadshedding. The performance numbers show he

was a far more competent CEO than De Ruyter, but white mediocrity and corruption by white-owned

companies is being defended.

9. Coal is needed for baseload: South Africa is being duped. European countries are taking South

Africa’s coal while they tell South Africa to transition to renewables. The coal exports from the Richards’

Bay harbour need to be blocked. We need to use the coal that we have to keep our economy going.

10. The NPA is being used as a political tool: The NPA is being used as a political tool in factional battles

within the ANC. NPA has not produced a charge sheet to charge Brian Molefe. They do not have

anything to charge him with and yet they arrested him.

Figure 13 below contains examples of these stand out narratives. It is not an exhaustive set of examples, but

rather a sample that typifies the kind of narrative formulations that appear to be being manufactured.
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Link Link

Link Also see example
here

Link Also see example here

Link

Link

Link
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https://twitter.com/Gentlements/status/1620137297625878529?s=20&t=wicrmgs7UoDQURSLc2pG6w
https://youtu.be/EzHHWMh-SOU
https://twitter.com/PhutiPhuthi/status/1619628355812462592?s=20&t=0GHGqv5TR-lx-2arsyuIDQ
https://twitter.com/54Battalion/status/1614917443524116485?s=20&t=ga8VuTr1En9np6ei2-9_Pw
https://www.iol.co.za/sundayindependent/news/npa-has-no-formal-charges-against-molefe-a361cc9b-5b65-499a-8348-2dbcd3402bed
https://twitter.com/SuperiorZulu/status/1620170082587652097
https://www.iol.co.za/sundayindependent/news/politics/opinion/our-darkest-hour-came-after-the-new-dawn-369852ee-4cd5-42a4-ba4e-9228cd9d77c7
https://twitter.com/LandNoli/status/1614837650627743746
http://twitter.com/Alima1000/statuses/1615014135498002432


Figure 13: Examples of content which may entail narrative manipulation
Conclusion

This report, the first in a series of monthly anti-corruption reports, covered the month of January 2023. Due to

the effects of loadshedding, it was a key theme in the conversation. The political impasses in the energy

landscape and how these links to vested interests and corruption were a feature of the conversation. The

conversation contains multiple contested narratives. It appears that there may be narrative manipulation which

is being done in a fairly overt manner. Further research is required to confirm this and explain the tactics

applied.

A landscape report and network analysis would be beneficial to establish the lay of the land and confirm

whether there is narrative manipulation taking place in the conversation. Narratives that require more analysis

are those related to evidence that has allegedly been buried and claims that the NPA is being used to settle

political scores.
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